ARCTURUS
ELECTRIC FIREPLACES

SIMPLY
STUNNING

Contemporary
Fireplace
Design Collection

FEATURED Arcturus60

ARCTURUS
Expansive 54” or 60” models offer a breathtaking linear design view to complete any décor. Full-Featured remote control operates
power, flame, and ember presentation. Energy efficient LED technology, adjustable flame height and ember intensity, combined with a
standard 5,000-BTU heater delivers relaxing heat on demand. Mounts directly on the wall or recessed (with heater disabled) into the
wall for a more elegant appearance.

Impressive Multi-Colored Flame Presentation

Blue Flame

Yellow Flame

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Available in 54” and 60” linear circulating models
Unique multi-colored flame presentation for greater realism
LED lights provide energy efficiency and long life
Mounts directly on the wall or recessed (with heater disabled) into the wall for a more elegant appearance
Standard 5,000-BTU’s with 110V thermostatically controlled heater delivers relaxing heat on demand
Plug-in ready with standard three pronged 110V grounded power cord for easy installation or hard wired for concealment
Includes clear crystalline ember media
Full function remote control (heat, flames, embers)
1 year Limited Warranty

Remote included
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IMPORTANT NOTES:

APPLIANCE BTU OPERATING INPUT

Heating element is not intended for continuous use.
As with any fireplace, this appliance is extremely hot during operation. Read and understand all operating
instructions before using this appliance. For further information, consult your dealer.
Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale—consult installation instructions. Product designs, materials, dimensions, specifications, colors and prices are subject to change or discontinuance without notice.
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ARCTURUS 54/60

Electric

110

5,000
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